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ABSTRACT With the development of Internet of Things(IoT), more and more smart devices and services
appeared in people’s life. These services make life more convenient, while it is difficult for people, especially
the elderly, to find them in time, because they are widely distributed in great numbers with small sizes.
In order to solve this problem, the service recommendation scheme, which is becoming increasingly
important, needs to be used in IoT. However, the traditional web service recommendation schemes are not
suitable for the IoT, because they rely more on the historical information rather than the energy state or the
user’s habit attributes, which are important for IoT.We research the service recommendation scheme, finding
that the service recommendation process in IoT is a process of matter flows, which follows the conservation
of matter. Therefore, we propose the service recommendation scheme based on tripartite graph with matter
diffusion and use the habit feature as a dynamic tag. Based on the balance of matter, we use the positive and
negative matter diffusion results on the tripartite as the recommendation results. The results of our evaluation
show that the performance of the service recommendation scheme is improved in the precision and recall.

INDEX TERMS Service recommendation, Internet of things, matter diffusion, smart home, tripartite graph.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, a large number of intelligent devices are inte-
grated with sensors, thus enabling them to detect real-time
user behavior features and environment information. In our
previous research, we used the smart switch, environment
sensor and smart bracelet to record user’s daily activities
and extract the habits of user’ using electrical equipment [1].
We discovered that the habits of users’ using electrical appli-
ance could be classified into the fixed-length habit and the
timing habit for the first time. In addition, there were different
relationships between habits, such as selection, sequence,
cross, parallel, inclusion, beginning, and finish. In addition,
we translated the habits into the service rules by SWRL, and
realized the automatic control of the smart home equipment
based on the service rules of habits [2]. The good habits could
be spread as a culture in the smart home, so the services
based on the habits could be recommended to others as well.
For example, in the smart ward the patient with good habits
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likes going to bed early and getting up early would achieve
better rehabilitation results. This habit is associated with
turning light on and off, therefore, the services of turning light
on and off on time could be recommended to others. All in all,
we researched the service recommendation scheme for such
services to help people find the services in time.

The service in IoT is different from the traditional web
service in user characteristics, constraint of energy, trust
correlation, social relationship, etc. The IoT services come
from the habits of users [2], and they will have user char-
acteristics such as department, age, name, etc. The ser-
vices in IoT usually rely on smart devices with limited
power, but they may stop providing service content when
the energy is exhausted, therefore they are called energy-
constrained. In the IoT, the user prefers to use the trusted
services. The services trusted by most users would have
high trust value, therefore they are called trust correlation.
The services would have social relations such as leader-
member relationship, ownership relationship, etc. These rela-
tionships come from their owners, thus they have social
relationship.
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Therefore, the service recommendation scheme should
take account of these new features of service in IoT. However,
the traditional web service recommendation schemes [3]–[6]
like content-based filtering approach, collaborative filtering
method and hybrid system approach are not suitable for the
IoT. The traditional service recommendation schemes are
mainly aimed at the Internet environment, and recommend
the corresponding items to the users based on their pre-
vious evaluations, access records or preferences. However,
in the IoT environment, the users rarely evaluate the service
after using the corresponding IoT device services, therefore,
the services cannot be recommended through the evaluation
records of the previous users.

A. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper, we consider the service recommendation pro-
cess in IoT as a process ofmatter diffusion. The energy state is
regarded as the matter. The services with more matter would
be easier to be recommended to users. Themain contributions
to the research for this work are summarized as follows.
• This paper proposes a IoT service recommendation
scheme based on tripartite graph with matter diffusion.
We treat the energy as the matter and believe that the IoT
service recommendation process follows the conserva-
tion of matter for the first time.

• We chose the users’ habit behavioral features about how
they used the IoT device service as the dynamic tag,
and we further built the complete tripartite graph net-
work with matter diffusion based on the dynamic tags,
the users and the IoT services. In the tripartite graph
network, we could get the service’s matter value more
efficiently by the calculation of positive and backward
matter diffusion value.

• The performance of the proposed technique was evalu-
ated and compared with the existing model with respect
to various performance metrics.

B. ORGANIZATION
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
discusses the related work; Section III presents the service
recommendation framework; Section IV presents the evalu-
ation of the proposed model based on different performance
metrics; Section V presents the conclusions of this research.

II. RELATED WORK
A. SERVICE RECOMMENDATION SCHEME IN WEB
SERVICE
The service recommendation system, which is a tool automat-
ically connecting users and items, recommends the service
to the interested user, and is widely used in e-commerce,
video websites, social networking, etc. There are three main
types of recommendation algorithms in web service, namely
content-based recommendation algorithm [7]–[9], collabo-
rative filtering algorithm(CF) [10]–[14], and graph-based
recommendation algorithm [15]–[17]. CF techniques use a
database of user preferences for items to predict additional

topics or products a new user might like [18]. [19] used
the user rating data to calculate the similarity of users
or items and made the predictions or recommendations
according to the similarity values. The memory-based CF
methods are notably deployed into commercial systems such
as http://www.amazon.com/, because they are easy to imple-
ment effectively [20], [21]. Customization of CF systems
for each user decreases the search effort for users. It also
promises a greater customer loyalty, higher sales, more adver-
tising revenues, and the benefit of targeted promotions [21].
However, the CF needs to update the dataset of user’s hobbies
in real time, which is difficult to be achieved in the IoT,
because it is difficult to obtain the user’s interest in time.

The content-based recommendation is based on the text
of the item and the historical access record [9], and it rec-
ommends the items that are similar to the items previously
used by the user. The major difference between CF and
content-based recommendation systems is that CF only uses
the user-item ratings data to make predictions and recommen-
dations, while content-based recommendation systems rely
on the features of users and items for predictions [22]. The
content-based recommendation algorithm needs to calculate
the item similarity, so it is not suitable for IoT because the
time complexity is too high.

The graph based on recommendation algorithm has been
widely used in recommendation system. The PageRank algo-
rithm of Google, which is based on graph [23], achieves
a better effect on sorting web pages. The tripartite graph
is built in [24] which is based on user, resource and tag.
It uses the unified tagging information to reveal user’s behav-
iors and preferences, extracts the latent semantic relations
among items to make the recommendations. The tag could
include different types of message such as position, environ-
ment, hobby, etc. These information could comprehensively
describe the context information which is important for the
recommendation results. The graph based on recommenda-
tion is also used in the [25]–[27], and gets better recom-
mendation effects. The IoT service recommendation needs
more attributes than traditional web service recommendation,
such as trust, social relationship, energy, geography position,
etc, which are seldom used in web service recommendation,
however, they are important in IoT service recommendation.

B. SERVICE RECOMMENDATION SCHEME IN IoT
At present, the researches on IoT service recommendation
are still in its early stage. The IoT service has some new
characteristics such as user characteristics, constraint of
energy, and trust correlation. The IoT service recommenda-
tion scheme should take these characteristics into consid-
eration. The IoT service recommendation framework was
proposed in [28], [29], using the similarity calculation results
of users and smart devices. The service recommendation
system based on the formal model was proposed in [30].
As the first attempt, this paper puts forward a kind of hyper
graph model, which is used to model the time and space
correlation of the IoT, in which each edge connects the user,
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FIGURE 1. Service recommendation framework.

the objects and the service. However, the paper does not con-
sider things’ own properties, such as the energy state, the time
and spatial relevance of things. The attribute relationship
and energy-aware mechanism were first used in [31] for the
service recommendation, in which each node is a provider of
information/services as well as a requester or presenter of the
information service. Requesting a particular service, the node
should broadcast the request information on the network
and then select the appropriate node. Each node maintains
a transactional history and brief profiles. The node with high
trust relationship and energy state will be recommended to
the user. In [32], the authors use cognitive reasoning into the
social IoT for the recommendation of everyday tasks. Tag
is used to describe the different kinds of information in the
Internet service recommendation system, such as user’s topic
preferences as well as the content of items [33]. In [37]–[39],
the authors use the lightweight situation aware for the service
composition. In the IoT service recommendation, tag could
have many definitions such as human feature, environment
feature and situation, but it has seldom been applied in IoT
service recommendation.

III. SERVICE RECOMMENDATION FRAMEWORK
In our previous researches, we extracted the user’s habits of
using electrical equipment [1] in smart home, and translated
them into the IoT services[2] which realized the automatic
control of the smart home. For example, the TV set service
could turn on TV according to the user’s habits. In order
to recommend these services to other persons in the smart
home, we propose the service recommendation framework
as shown in Fig.1. The framework mainly includes three
parts, namely habit abstract, service rule generation, and
service recommendation scheme. The user’s daily behaviors

are recorded by different kinds of sensors. The habit abstract
module extracts the user’s habits and habit set by the scheme
in [1], and translates them into the service rules in service rule
generation module by the scheme in [2]. The behavioral fea-
ture services which are based on the habit and habit set would
be recommended to users in service recommendation scheme
module by the service recommendation scheme based on
matter diffusion on tripartite graph.

A. BEHAVIORAL FEATURE SERVICE
The service which is consistent with user’s habit is called
behavioral feature service, which is very common in the smart
home. For example, the user is used to turning the light on at
eight o’ clock every day, and we could collect this habit and
translate it into a kind of behavioral feature service [1], [2].
The formal definition of a behavioral feature service status at
time t can be represented as follows.
Definition 1 (Behavioral Feature Service): The behavioral

feature service is based on the user’s habit. Given a behav-
ioral feature service Sk , its status at time t is Sk (t) ≡< Dk ,
Hk ,Tk (t) >, in which Dk ⊂ DevSet , DevSet is the device
set in the smart space, Hk ⊂ HabitSet , and HabitSet is the
habits which make up the services. Tk (t) is the trust status of
the service at time t.

The habit feature is obtained from the on/off or time series
of the activity adjustment, which is shown in Fig.2. An activ-
ity is a pair of on/off operation or an operation regulation.
In Fig.2, the capital letters without being underlined stand
for the on operation, the lowercase letter stands for the
off operation, and the underlined capital letters stand for the

FIGURE 2. On/Off/ activity adjustment.
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FIGURE 3. Tripartite graph with dynamic tag.

operation regulation. The subscript represents the monitoring
period and time.

B. TRIPARTITE GRAPH WITH DYNAMIC TAG
The behavioral feature services use different kinds of habits
as the service rules. The habits contain the information about
the activities such as type of people, location, time, operation,
etc. These information is useful to IoT service recommen-
dation. For example, the person’s early rising habit usually
happens in the morning in the bedroom with the light on.
When a new person come into the smart home, we could
recommend the behavioral feature service to him based on
the location, age, time, etc. These information is seldom used
in the tradition web service recommendation, but is important
for IoT service recommendation. The tag could carry more
information, and it could be used to describe different kinds of
information in the Internet service recommendation system,
such as user’s topic preferences as well as the content of
items [33]. In order to recommend the popular behavioral
feature service to the user, we could label the service with the
habit and recommend the service with tag based on service
recommendation scheme.

We use the habit as a kind of dynamic tag, and construct
a tripartite graph of user-dynamic tag-service. The dynamic
tag of habit could well describe the time and environment
characteristics which are important for Internet of things.
Furthermore, the user’s habit usually changes with time and
environment, and the dynamic tag could describe it well.
The formal definition of dynamic tag could be represented
as follows.
Definition 2 (Dynamic Tag): The dynamic tag is based

on the habit and it could be expressed as a triple which is
< Ls >:= (Hs,Os,Ds)|ts, es, in whichHk ⊂ HabitSet ,which
is the habits which make up the tag Ls, Os is the operation
sequence of the habit Hs, Ds ⊂ DevSet , which is the device
set in the smart space, ts is the time characteristic of tag Ls,
and es is the environment characteristic of tag Ls.
We could see from the definition 2 that when the time

and environment meet the condition of ts and es, the

recommendation system will show the dynamic tag Ls. For
example, when the humidity is higher than 60% between
7 o’clock and 8 o’clock in the morning, the recommendation
system will show the dynamic tag of querying the humidity.

Based on the definition of dynamic tag, we further define
the tripartite graph with dynamic tag as shown in Fig.3(a).

The tripartite consists of three bipartite graphs, including
user-service, service-dynamic tag and dynamic tag-user. The
user-service bipartite stands for the user’ using the service
directly, the service-dynamic tag bipartite stands for the ser-
vice labeled by the dynamic tag, and the dynamic tag-user
stands for the dynamic tag used by the user. The tripartite
graph has two directions including service->dynamic tag->
user bipartite graph as shown in Fig.3(b) and service->
user->dynamic tag as shown in Fig.3(c). There are some
relationships among users, services and dynamic tag, such
as the usage and the annotation. To describe these rela-
tionships, we propose the edge weight ω, ϕ and θ shown
in Fig.3.

The edge weight is related to the historical usage record.
For example, ω is the edge weight between service and user,
standing for the state that the service is used by the user.

w(Mi) ≡< ui, h > |M ∈ {ω, ϕ, θ, } (1)

where ui is the history records between the two objects Ti and
Si orUi in the tripartite, h is the total records between the two
objects T and S or U .

In order to evaluate the weight value, we further use the
delta rule [34] which is based on gradient descent to get the
edge weight. The edge weight calculation algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 1, which chooses the randomweight vector Ew as
the initial value, and gets the training samples by the o(Ex) =
Ew • Ex. We get 1wi by Formula (2), where D is the training
sample set, td is the target output of the training sample d,
od is the output of the linear element to the training samples,
xid is the input component xi of the linear element d , and η is
the learning rate.

1wi = η
∑

d∈D
(td − od )xid (2)
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Algorithm 1 Get the Edge Weight
Input: The training sample is < Ex, t >, where Ex is the

input vector, t is the target output value, td is
the target output of the training sample d, od is
the output of the training sample d, η is the
learning rate, and z is the global minimum error.

Output: The weight vector ω
1: initialize ωi by the random small number
2: initialize 1ω by 0
3: initialize the error rate k=100
4: while k > z do
5: do the following operation in the training sample

< Ex, t >:
6: o(Ex) = Ew • Ex
7: 1ωi← 1ωi + η(td − od )xi
8: ωi← ωi +1ωi
9: k = k/e, e > 1
10: end while
11: return ω

C. THE CACLULATION OF MATTER
The IoT devices which provided the data for the services are
usually powered by the batteries. Therefore the energy is very
important for the IoT service. We regard the energy as a kind
of matter which is calculated by the energy surplus (ES) and
the energy consumption (EC). The ES of the device ci could
be described as Formula (3).

ES(ci) = CE(ci)−M (ci) (3)

CE(ci) stands for the current energy state of ci, and M (ci)
stands for the minimum energy of ci. The EC of the device ci
could be described as Formula (4).

EC(ci) = SEC(ci) • (ci) (4)

SEC(ci) stands for the energy consumption rate of
device ci, and T (ci) stands for the execution time of device ci.

Based on the definition of ES(ci) and EC(ci), we further
define the energy assessment of ci as Formula (5),

EP(ci) = ES(ci)/EC(ci) (5)

We can see from the Definition 1 of behavioral feature
service that one service always consists of several devices.
If one service consists of n device, the energy assessment
could be expressed as Formula (6):

EP
(
sj
)
= min {EP (C1) ,EP (C2) , . . .EP (Cn)} (6)

We can see from the Formula (6) that the service energy
state depends on the device energy state which has minimum
energy assessment.

D. SERVICE RECOMMENDATION SCHEME BASED ON
MATTER DIFFUSION
We can see from the Fig.3 that the tripartite graph with
dynamic tag has two directions, namely service→ User →

Dynamic Tag bipartite graph as shown in Fig.3(c) and
Service → Dynamic Tag → User as shown in Fig.3(b).
We name the direction form service to user in the bipartite as
forward direction, and the direction from user to dynamic tag
as backward direction. The process of service recommenda-
tion is accompanied by the flow of matter, such as the energy.
Therefore, the recommendation process satisfies the law of
mass conservation. Based on the edge weight Formula (1)
and the tripartite in Fig.3, we could construct the matrix of
user-service APS , the matrix of user-dynamic tag APK , and
the matrix of dynamic-service AKS . In the tripartite, if there
is an association between two entities, the weight should be
showed in the matrix. For example, in the matrix APS as
shown in Fig.4, if the user P chooses the service S, the matrix
element aps = ωp,s, otherwise aps = 0.

FIGURE 4. The matrix of APS.

The backward diffusion is the process: Service→ User →
Dynamic Tag. The backward diffusion process should first
find the user who used the service, then the dynamic tags
the user used, and finally the service labeled by the dynamic
tag. The forward diffusion is the process: Service →
Dynamic Tag→ User . The forward diffusion process should
first search for the service labeled by the dynamic tag, then
the owner of the dynamic tag, and finally the service which
the user used.

1) MATTER IN THE BACKWARD DIFFUSION
We assume the service set is S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sx}, the user
set is U = {U1,U1, . . . ,Uy}, and the dynamic tag set is
T = {T1,T1, . . . ,Tz}, so the matter in the backward diffusion
process could be expressed as follows:

1. The initial matter of service Si in the backward matter
diffusion is fSi ; after the matter is diffused from the
service to the user, the matter of the user Uk is fUk ; the
service set which is directly connected with the user Uk
is S ′ = {s1, s2, . . . , sM }, and S ′ ∈ S; the out-degree of
service Si in the tripartite graph is NSi , of which Si ∈ S

′.
The matter value of Uk is:

fUk =
∑

Si∈S ′
fSi
NSi

QsiUk , (7)

where QsiUk is the weight between service Si and
user Uk in the matrix of service-user APS . fSi is the
matter value of Si in the backward diffusion.

2. After the matter diffusion of user-dynamic tag, the mat-
ter value of dynamic tag TL is fTL , the user set
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directly connected with dynamic tag TL is U ′ = {U1,

U2, . . . ,UL}, of which U ′ ∈ U , and the out-degree of
user Uj is NUj , of which Uj ∈ U

′. The matter value of
dynamic tag TL is:

fTL =
∑

Uj∈U ′

fUj
NUj

QTLUj, (8)

where QTLUj is the weight value between user Uj and
dynamic tag TL in the matrix of APK . fUj is the matter
value of user Uj.

3. After the matter diffusion of dynamic tag-service,
the matter value of the service Si is fSi , and the dynamic
tag set directly connected with service Si is T ′ = {T1,
T2, . . . ,TP}, of which T ′ ∈ T , and the out-degree of
dynamic is NTr , of which Tr ∈ T

′. The matter value of
service Si is:

FSi =
∑

Tr∈T ′
fTr
NTr

QTrSi , (9)

where QTrSi is the weight value between dynamic tag
Tr and service Si in the matrix of AKS . fTr is the matter
value of the dynamic tag Tr .

2) MATTER IN THE FORWARD DIFFUSION
We assume the service set is S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sx}, the user
set is U = {U1,U1, . . . ,Uy}, and the dynamic tag set is
T = {T1,T1, . . . ,Tz}, so the matter in the forward diffusion
process could be expressed as follows:

1. The initial matter of service Si in the forward mat-
ter diffusion is zSi , but after the matter diffusion of
service-dynamic tag, the matter of dynamic tag Tk is
ZTk ; the service set which is directly connected with
the dynamic tag Tk is S ′′ = {S1, S2, . . . , SW }, of which
S ′′ ∈ S; the out-degree of service Si in the tripartite
graph is NSi , of which Si ∈ S

′′.
The matter value of Tk is:

ZTk =
∑

Si∈S ′′
zSi
NSi

QsiTk , (10)

where QsiTk is the weight between dynamic tag Tk and
service Si in the matrix of dynamic tag-service AKS .

2. After the matter diffusion of dynamic tag-user, the mat-
ter value of user UL is ZUL , the dynamic set directly
connected with user UL is T

′′

= {T1,T2, . . . ,TO},
of which T

′′

∈ T ; the out-degree of dynamic tag Ty
is NTy , of which Ty ∈ T

′′

.
The matter value of user UL is:

ZUL =
∑

Ty∈T ′′

ZTy
NTy

QTyUL , (11)

where QTyUL is the weight between user UL and
dynamic tag Ty in the matrix of dynamic tag-user APK .

3. After the matter diffusion of user-service, the matter
value of service Si is ZSi ; the user set directly connected
with service Si is U ′′ = {U1,U2, . . . ,UV }, of which
U ′′ ∈ U ; the out-degree of user Ur is NUr , of which
Ur ∈ U

′′

.

The matter value of service Si is:

ZSi =
∑

Ur∈U ′′
fUr
NUr

QUrSi , (12)

where QUrSi is the weight between user Ur and ser-
vice Si in the matrix of service-user APS .

After the matter diffusion, the service Si’s matter valueWsi
could be obtained by the forward/backward diffusion param-
eter λ as shown in Formula (13),

Wsi = λFsi + (1− λ)Zsi , (13)

Algorithm 2 Service Recommendation Based onMatter Dif-
fusion Tripartite Graph

Input: The service set is S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sx}; user
set is U = {U1,U2, . . . ,UY }; dynamic tag
set is T = {T1,T2, . . . ,Tz}; forward/backward
diffusion parameter is λ; recommended list
length is C ; service-user matrix is APS ;
user-dynamic tag matrix is APK ; dynamic
tag-service matrix is AKS .

Output: recommendation list reclist[C].
1: /∗The matter value in backward diffusion ∗/
2: for Uk ∈ U do
3: Based on the Formula (7), get the Uk ’s matter value

fUk in the backward diffusion.
4: end for
5: for TL ∈ T do
6: Based on the Formula (8), get the TL’s matter value

fTL in the backward diffusion.
7: end for
8: for Si ∈ S do
9: Based on the Formula (9), get the Si’s matter value

FSi in the backward diffusion.
10: end for
11: /∗ The matter value in the forward diffusion ∗/
12: for TL ∈ T do
13: Based on the Formula (10), get the ZTL ’s matter value

ZTL in the forward diffusion.
14: end for
15: for Uk ∈ U do
16: Based on the Formula (11), get the Uk ’s matter value

ZUk in the forward diffusion.
17: end for
18: for Si ∈ S do
19: Based on the Formula (12), get the Si’s matter value

ZSi in the forward diffusion.
20: end for
21: for Si ∈ S do
22: Based on the Formula (13), get the Si’s composite

matter value in the forward/backward matter
diffusion.

23: end for
24: return the recommendation list reclist[C]
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where λ ∈ [0, 1]. The service recommendation result is based
on the matter value, and the service which has more matter
could be given priority in recommendation.

In the end, we further propose the service recommendation
algorithm based on the matter diffusion tripartite graph as
shown in Algorithm (2).

In the algorithm, Si is described as Si(fSi ,ZSi ,N
′
Si ,N

′′

Si ,T
′,

T ′′), of which 1 ≤ i ≤ x, fSi is the initial matter value of
service Si in the backward matter diffusion, ZSi is the initial
matter value of service Si in the forward matter diffusion,
N ′Si is the out-degree of Si in the forward matter diffusion,
T ′ is the tag set directly connected with Si in the backward
matter diffusion, and T ′′ is the tag set directly connected with
Si in the forward matter diffusion. The user Uk is described
as Uk (N ′Uk ,N

′′

Uk , S
′, S

′′

), of which 1 ≤ k ≤ Y , N ′Uk is

the out-degree of user Uk in the backward diffusion, N
′′

Uk is
the out-degree of user Uk in the forward diffusion, S ′ is the
service set directly connected with user Uk in the backward
matter diffusion, and S

′′

is the service set directly connected
with user Uk in the forward matter diffusion.

To further explain the matter diffusion process in the tripar-
tite graph, we give an example shown in Fig.5. We assume
the initial matter values of the services S1, S2, S3 are all 1,
the edge weights of the tripartite are all 1, and the for-
ward/backward matter diffusion parameter λ is 0.5. After
the forward matter diffusion, the matter values of S1, S2, S3
are 7/8, 3/2 and 5/8, respectively. After the backward mat-
ter diffusion, the matter values of S1, S2, S3 are 28/24,
31/24 and 13/24, respectively. We use Formula (13) to
get the comprehensive values of S1, S2, S3, which are
49/48, 67/48 and 28/48, respectively. If the recommenda-
tion list length is 1, we could choose S2 as the candidate
service.

IV. PERFORMANCE STUDY
In this section, first of all, we present the setup of our simula-
tion. Then, we analyze the performance of service recommen-
dation algorithm based on matter diffusion tripartite graph in

different recommendation scenes, and use the precision/recall
to measure the effectiveness of the service recommendation
scheme. Finally, we find that the proposed algorithm could
get good precision/recall when we recommend the service to
the user who is familiar with the smart environment.

A. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
We build a smart home and the collect the operation
records of the user using different electrical appliances.
The deployment of electrical equipment and smart switch
is shown in Fig.6. The smart home has eleven electrical
appliances like light, air conditioner, printer, etc. Because
these devices are unintelligent devices, we use the smart
switches for on/off/adjustment operation. The switch’s con-
trol core is microcontroller AT89C51, and the Wi-Fi model
is ESP8266 which could be connected to the TXD port and
RXD port of SCM for the serial communication. The electri-
cal appliances could be controlled by the Android APP, and
the app could communicate with the Wi-Fi model ESP8266.

In two months, we collected one volunteer’s 1342 records
of on/off/adjustment operations. Moreover, we generated
6530 records of other five users, which were similar to the
volunteer’s. We further extracted the users’ habits and ser-
vice rules by the methods in [1], [2]. In the same smart
home, we chose another volunteer who was similar to the
first volunteer, and the similarity is higher than the similar
threshold∝ [1]. In two months, we collected 2765 records of
the second volunteer.We used the precision and recall to mea-
sure the effectiveness of the recommendations, and the defini-
tions of precision and recall are shown in Formula (14), (15).

Recall =

∑
u∈U |R(u) ∩ T (u)|∑

u |T (u)|
(14)

Precision =

∑
u∈U |R(u) ∩ T (u)|∑

u |R(u)|
, (15)

where R(u) is the recommendation list in the training set, and
T (u) is the operation list in the test set. The precision is the
possibility that the user is interested in the recommendation

FIGURE 5. Matter diffusion example in the tripartite graph.
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FIGURE 6. The deployment of electrical equipment and smart switch.

service. The recall is the possibility that the user is interested
in the service recommended.

In the experiment, we firstly determined the forward and
backward diffusion parameter λ and the number of dynamic
tags k . Then we used 7872 historical records as a training
set, and chose the 2765 records of the second volunteer as
the test set. We can see from histogram of precision, λ and k
in Fig.7 that the recommendation precision is affected by
λ and k. With the increasing of k , the recommendation pre-
cision is decreasing. When λ is 0.3 and k is 10, the rec-
ommendation precision reaches the maximum 35%. When
λ is 0.1 and k is 20, the recommendation precision reaches
the minimum 12%. Therefore, in the following experiments,
we set λ to be 0.3 and k to be 10.

We divided the test set into two parts by month. In the same
test set, we compared the service recommendation arithmetic

FIGURE 7. The histogram of precision, λ and k .

based on matter diffusion tripartite graph with attribute simi-
larity algorithm [35], namely MPSUO and ServRank [36].

The similarities of the attributes between the two users are
calculated in the form of the cosine similarity, as shown in
Formula (16)

qij =
λ|M (uj) ∩M (s)|√∣∣M (

uj
)∣∣ |M (s)|

, (16)

λ represents the consistency parameter of the must-same
attribute set. The similar attribute set of the user S is M (s),
and the similar attribute set of the user uj is M

(
uj
)
.

MPSUO is a popular service recommendation algorithm
based on service, user and object, which could be described
as Formula (17),

S(u, o) = argmax(β|Y s,u
s∈S
| + (1− β)|Ys,o|) (17)

where Ys,u is the popular service between service and user,
Ys,o is the popular service between service and object, and β
is the weight. In the experiment, we set β to be 0.5.

ServRank arithmetic is originated from FolkRank which
is a service recommendation arithmetic based on tripartite
graph. ServRank could be described as Formula (18),

w = dAw+ (1− d)p, (18)

where w is the adjacent matrix in the tripartite graph, A is the
random value of the normalized column of w, and p is the
preference vector. We set d to be 0.7 in the experiment.

B. SIMULATION RESULTS
Fig.8 shows the result of the test set of the first month. When
the recall is between 0.15 and 0.28, the attribute similarity
algorithm has the highest precision. By analyzing the test
set, we find that when the volunteer was just beginning to
use the smart home, they tended to use the services similar
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FIGURE 8. Comparison of accuracy/recall curve of test set 1.

FIGURE 9. Comparison of precision/recall curve of test set 2.

to their own attributes, because he was not familiar with
the smart environment. Therefore, the attribute similarity
algorithm could achieve good recommendation effect in the
early stage. As the volunteer was gradually familiar with the
environment, he would select other services which were not
similar to his own attributes. Therefore, the yellow curve has
a big fluctuation when the recall is between 0.15 and 0.28.
We can see from Fig.8 that the gray curve of service rec-
ommendation arithmetic based on matter diffusion tripartite
graph is higher than MPSUO and SerVRank. Although the
service recommendation arithmetic based on matter diffusion
tripartite graph does not have better effect than the attribute
similarity algorithm in the early stage, its recommended sta-
bility is better. The precision/recall of service recommenda-
tion arithmetic based on matter diffusion tripartite graph and
SerVRank are better than MPSUO, and they are all based on

the tripartite graph. It also shows that the tripartite graph can
comprehensively describe the relationship between users and
services, realizing more accurate recommendations.

In order to further verify the conclusion, we did the
same comparative experiment in the test set of the second
month. The experimental result is shown in Fig.9. In the
second month, with the recall increasing, the attribute sim-
ilarity algorithm has the lowest precision compared with
the other three recommendation algorithms. The recommen-
dation arithmetic based on matter diffusion tripartite graph
and SerVRank has better recommendation results. Therefore,
we find that the recommendation algorithm of attribute sim-
ilarity is more suitable for the new users who just start using
smart space. Once the user is familiar with the smart service
in the smart home, the recommendation arithmetic based on
matter diffusion tripartite graph would have better effect.
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V. CONCLUSION
This paper studied the IoT service recommendation strategy,
and obtained the recommendation list through the compre-
hensive calculation of the energy state, the user similarity,
the bearing capacity, and the service resource value of the
mass diffusion results. The corresponding theory was vali-
dated in the real experimental environment. In the following
work, the author will continue to study other recommendation
methods of the IoT.
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